Sparkle Nut Brittle

What You Need to Brittle:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Cups of Sugar
1 Cup of Maple Syrup
1 Cup of Water
2 Cups of Salted Peanuts/Cashew/Pecan Nuts
¼ Cup of Additional Nuts (Optional)
¼ Cup of Butter
1½ Tsps. of Bicarbonate Soda
1 Tsp. of Vanilla Essence
Non-Stick Spray/ Silicone Mat

How to Brittle:
1. Line a cookie sheet with a silicone mat (non-stick spray) and set aside.

2. Combine the butter, bicarbonate of soda and vanilla essence in a bowl and
also set aside.
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3. Over a medium heat, mix the sugar, maple syrup and water in a large saucepan
(your oldest, ugliest pot will do), and stir until the sugar is melted.

4. Once the sugar is melted stir now-and-then; but don’t go on with life and
forget or anything dramatic.

5. Keep it on the heat for a while… until, when you lift the spoon, it makes a
long “thread” (see picture). After about 15-20 minutes after the “thread”
appears, it is ready for the nuts. Keep mixing and watch it; so that it doesn’t
burn.
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6. It is time to add the salted peanuts and stir, until the mixture turns slightly
darker (see picture).

7. Now add the bowl of butter, bicarbonate of soda and vanilla essence (that
you prepped earlier).

8. Mix until the butter is melted and looking light and fluffy from the
bicarbonate of soda and brownish in colour.
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9. Carefully pour the mixture on the sheet and use a fork to spread it out
thinly (less than a centimetre). Pour additional salted nuts on top (optional).

10. Pop in the freezer for 15 minutes and then allow to set on the kitchen
counter. Once it is set – use a meat mallet to bash it into yummy pieces.
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11. Sprinkle with edible gold dust and sparkle your belly.
Tada and yum-yum and sparkle-crunch-crunch-wow-mmmm!

Sparkle Notes:
1) If you don’t take the maple mix far enough in Step 5, it may be more of a
chewy toffee than a brittle. But honestly – who cares it is yummy either way.
But if your family is like mine and toffee won’t cut it – I have something to
confess. View my toffee-brittle save Below...
2) Be careful – melted sugar/maple syrup is as hot as the surface of the sun. So,
when stirring and lifting to do the thread test and pouring – be careful –
and make sure the fur-kids and human ones aren’t near you, distracting you.
My fingers are willing to testify.
3) I purposefully didn’t use a baking/candy thermometer but – 150˚ C (Step 5)
should do it.

Recommended Serve: enjoy with coffee or a dry red wine.
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So… You Made Toffee; And Not Brittle … ☺
Welcome to the club. I was adamant not to use a thermometer because I hate
finnicky, gadgety or intimidating recipes. Which meant I worked on instinct.
Round one, I was super watchful and patient. And I made perfect peanut brittle.
Then, I wanted to make another nut brittle – cashew brittle. Now I was like a
sparkle cowboy. I did it before – piece of brittle. So, in my rush and plain arrogance,
I didn’t take it far enough and I poured the mix on the silicone mat.
02:30 in the morning. I wake up and I think “That second bunch of brittle didn’t set.”
I go downstairs to the kitchen – poke my finger and the cashew brittle is more like
a cashew sticky toffee sauce. Le-cry! I went (depressed) to bed. I knew that no one
would eat my toffee sauce – I might as well have burnt the brittle. And then decided
I had nothing to lose!
I scraped the sticky sauce from the silicone mat into a pot – netso. I put the stove
on a low heat. And melted this massive toffee nut-ball, slowly, stirring it
continuously until the mix was completely broken down into a liquid. Once it was all
melted – I turned the stove to a medium heat and let it cook away, under my
watchful gaze. Once it was treacle colour (just before it burns), I poured it back on
the cookie tray with the silicone mat on.
And went to bed. The next morning, I had brittle. And because I took it further – it
was deliciously bitter-sweet!
So, if you made toffee – you can still make brittle – you toffee. ☺
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